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The appellation 

From the 2016 vintage, the Meursault "Saint-Christophe" Domaine de Montille, blends our three climats "Les Casse-Têtes", 

"Les Petits Charrons" and "Les Narvaux du Dessous", three terroirs each recognized for their exceptional quality and 

remarkably located in the middle of the hillside of Meursault also called "Montagne Saint-Christophe". 

The result is a balanced wine, with a beautiful complementarity, the generous character of the "Petits Charrons", the minerality 

of "Casse-Tetes" and the complexity and elegance of "Narvaux du Dessous". The name "Saint-Christophe" is a tribute to this 

hill and the highest site of the village, where there is a statuette of St. Christophe, which offers a panoramic view of the village 

and especially the different climates of Meursault. 

 

The wines, the style  

Our wines are known for their great aromatic purity. We always favor balance and elegance over power and extraction. The 

wines are classic expressions of Burgundy, of their appellations in general and of their specific terroirs in particular. The 

farming methods we use contribute to this individual style, and our winemaking methods aim to avoid excessive outside 

influences in order to bring out the equilibrium that can be found naturally in Burgundian terroir. 

All our fruit is hand-harvested. Thanks to pneumatic presses, we can calibrate our presses to fit the quality of the grapes and 

the profile of the vintage. After a light settling, the musts are placed mostly in 600-liter barrels as well as in 228-liter barrels, 

where the alcoholic and malolactic fermentations take place. 

We use approximately five to twenty percent new casks primarily made from Allier wood that sees a long yet light toasting. 

The first racking occurs after about one year of wood aging, after which begins the second, four- to six-month phase in stainless 

steel, which preserves the wine’s freshness and tension. We finish the aging with a light fining followed by a similarly light 

and respectful filtration before bottling. 

 

Tending the Vines 

The Domaine has practiced organic viticulture since 1995. Today, our wines are certified by Ecocert. Additionally, since 2005, 

biodynamic practices have been implemented to show our full respect for these living soils. 

 

The vintage 

The 2017 vintage at Domaine de Montille started off with a very tricky spring.  

The vineyards on the slopes withstood the frost, unlike in 2016, where the frost damaged, the vineyard untypically, unevenly 

and mainly in the white vineyards. The 2017 spring concentrated the cold in low lying parcels meaning that the majority of 

vignerons lost buds in their Bourgogne or even Aligoté parcels.  The loss is usually considered acceptable compared to losing 

fruit in village or primer cru appellations. 

The 2017 reds are of great freshness of fruit, with notes of raspberry, strawberry and other red fruits including sour cherry, with 

a floral touch and spice passing from the entire harvest. The palate is full, ethereal, with crunchy fruit and slightly acidic.  

The tannins are very well integrated in the fruits with a rather light texture and silky, comparable to the 2010 and 2002 vintages. 

What’s surprising and enjoyable, is the salinity present in our whites, and also in our reds, which is quite rare. The balance 

between the fruit and the structure allowed us to work with high percentages of whole cluster for many of our cuvées. 

2017 is a particular vintage; thanks to the quality of the tannins and more generally the profile of the wines, theses will be 

pleasant to taste young (especially for the wines of Beaune, Volnay, Pommard) and also after ageing more than 10 years 

(especially Corton and Côte de Nuits). It is quite rare and deserves to be mentioned. 

In white, it is a great vintage, crystallized, beautiful aromatic complexity, mixed with hawthorn, white flowers and citrus fruit. 

Early harvest, started on the 29th of September, so we were able to quite the freshness and tension of the vintage. The texture 

is fluid, the mouths are big, deep and saline. It is closer to 2014 and 2007, than the last vintages will be in my opinion, ready 

earlier (3 to 7 years) even if these wines will flourish over time. 

Enjoy the vintage ! 

 

 
Tasting notes 

A cuvée composed from holdings in Casse-Tête, Petits Charrons and Narvaux du Dessous, the 2017 Meursault Saint-Christophe 

offers up an attractive bouquet of green apple, Anjou pear, hazelnut cream and oatmeal. On the palate, the wine is medium-

bodied, tangy and incisive, reflecting the house style and its hillside origins, with promising chalky structure and a nicely 

defined finish. 

 

End of January 2019, The Wine Advocate by William Kelley  Rating (89 - 91) 

COLOR:  White 

GRAPE VARIETY: Chardonnay 

VINTAGE: 

PRODUCTION : 

% NEW BARRELS : 

ALCOHOL : 

PH : 

2017 

331 cases (12 x 750ml) 

20% 

13.1% VOL 

3.09 


